Native American Heritage Month

Fiction

NEXT ON YOUR LIST

- The Lowering Days
  - Gregory Brown

- The Night Watchman
  - Louise Erdrich

- The Only Good Indians
  - Stephen Graham Jones

- There There
  - Tommy Orange

- This Tender Land
  - William Kent Krueger

- Tracks
  - Louise Erdrich

- Winter Counts
  - David Heska Wanbdi Weeden

- Where the Lost Wander
  - Amy Harmon
Native American Heritage Month
Non-Fiction

NEXT ON YOUR LIST
Native American Heritage Month
Young Adult
The lowering days : a novel / Gregory Brown
- Fiction Brown

The night watchman / Louise Erdrich
- Fiction Erdrich

The only good Indians : a novel / Stephen Graham Jones - Fiction Jones

There there / Tommy Orange
- Fiction Orange

This tender land : a novel / William Kent Krueger
- Fiction Krueger

Tracks : a novel / Louise Erdrich.
- Fiction Erdrich

Where the lost wander / Amy Harmon
- Fiction Harmon

Winter counts : a novel / David Heska Wanbli Weiden - Fiction Weiden
Native American Heritage Month

NON-FICTION BOOK LIST

As long as grass grows: the indigenous fight for environmental justice from colonization to Standing Rock / Dina Gilio-Whitaker - 970.00497 G

Braiding sweetgrass / Robin Wall Kimmerer - 305.897 K

Call me Indian: from the trauma of residential school to becoming the NHL's first Treaty Indigenous player / Fred Sasakamoose; with Meg Masters - Biography Sasakamoose

Carry: a memoir of survival on stolen land / Toni Jensen - Biography Jensen

Covered with night: a story of murder and indigenous justice in early America / Nicole Eustace - 364.152 E

The heart of everything that is: the untold story of Red Cloud, an American legend / Bob Drury and Tom Clavin - Biography Red Cloud

Highway of Tears: a true story of racism, indifference, and the pursuit of justice for missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls / Jessica McDiarmid - 362.88 M

#NotYourPrincess: voices of Native American women / Mary Beth Leatherdale, Lisa Charleyboy, editors - f 305.48 N

Our history is the future: Standing Rock versus the Dakota Access Pipeline, and the long tradition of Indigenous resistance / Nick Estes - 978.004 E

Spirit run: a 6,000-mile marathon through North America's stolen land / Noé Álvarez - Biography Álvarez

This land is their land: the Wampanoag Indians, Plymouth Colony, and the troubled history of Thanksgiving / David J. Silverman - 974.4 S
Native American Heritage Month

YOUNG ADULT BOOK LIST

The absolutely true diary of a part-time Indian / Sherman Alexie ; art by Ellen Forney
- Y Fiction Alexie

Firekeeper's daughter / Angeline Boulley
- Y Fiction Boulley

Give me some truth : a novel with paintings / Eric Gansworth - Y Fiction Gansworth

Hearts unbroken / Cynthia Leitich Smith
- Y Fiction Smith

If I ever get out of here / Eric Gansworth
- Y Fiction Gansworth

The marrow thieves / Cherie Dimaline
- Y Fiction Dimaline

My name is not easy / Debby Dahl Edwardson
- Y Fiction Edwardson

Rain is not my Indian name / Cynthia Leitich Smith - Y Fiction Smith

Redbone : the true story of a Native American rock band / written by Christian Staebler & Sonia Paoloni ; art by Thibault Balahy ; translated by Edward Gauvin ; lettering by Frank Cvetkovic - Y Graphic Staebler